GREECE – Forest Fires in Evia

Greek Civil Protection response (on 14 Aug)
- 200 firefighters
- 80 vehicles
- 5 Canadairs
- 9 helicopters

The state boundaries and names shown on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the European Union.

Active fire detected by MODIS** (on 13 and 14 August)
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The burnt areas mapped in EFFIS represent, on average, about 80% of the total area burned by wildfires, since only fires larger than 30 ha are mapped. The area burnt by fires smaller than 30 ha represent about 20% of the total burnt area in each country, but this area is not mapped in EFFIS. More info on limitations and the use of these data on: JRC EFFIS Rapid Damage Assessment

**MODIS Active fires detection
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